Luv Story
By MANDY LEATHERMAN
Love has occupied the entire heart and unconscious of the human soul.

"Luv," a poem, is part of a collection of love stories titled "Luv," which was recently published in the City of Oklahoma City. The poem, "Luv," tells the story of a couple who fall in love and decide to spend their lives together.

Senator Bars LBJ-Backed Free Trade

WASHINGTON: The Senate, perusing a quarterly report on the state of trade with other nations, has revealed that LBJ's free-trade policy was a disaster for the economy, with increased imports and decreased exports. The report states that the policy has led to job losses and a decrease in productivity.

Bartlett Hits Plan For 45th

Gov. Homer Bartlett Jr., in an apparent effort to slow the rate of growth, has reportedly asked the House to vote on a bill to extend the state's current 45th birthday program. The program, which was created to provide tax breaks for businesses that hire workers over age 45, has been in place since 1965.

The Inside News

"No news is good news," so say the experts. But, we at The Inside News are not ones to stand by and watch as important stories go unreported. Here are a few highlights from the past week:

- The latest edition of the local newspaper, The Oklahoma Journal, has been released. It features an article on the recent increase in the cost of living and the city's efforts to combat rising prices.
- The city council is set to vote on a new ordinance that would regulate the use of loudspeakers in public places. The ordinance has been met with mixed reactions from residents.
- A new restaurant has opened in town, offering a variety of dishes from around the world. It's called "The World Cafe" and has already become a popular spot among locals.

Menu Calls For 'Cool'

Tomato Plant Plucked

Alley 'Orphan' Killed

By BURLE MORRISON

A tomato plant that was called "Alley" was plucked from its pot in the middle of the night. The plant, which was named after the alley where it was located, was a favorite of many residents and had been a source of pride for the city. The plant was taken by a group of unknown individuals, who left a note saying, "We love you, Alley."
Life In Prison Can Be Worse Than Execution

DEATH OF A PENALTY

Admiral
ARE HERE AT TRADE MART'S
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT
4 DAYS ONLY

$399.00
DAYS!
YOUR CHOICE
399.00
WITH TRADE
STAND NOT INCLUDED

FREE PONY
REGISTER FOR THIS FREE PONY IN THE FURNITURE & APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT. DRAWING WILL BE HELD MONDAY NIGHT

SPECIAL BUY
ADMIRAL FREEZERS
14 FT UPRIGHT $169.00
18 FT UPRIGHT FREE

LOW LOW
BANK RATE
FINANCING

TRADE/MART
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE DEPT.
9:30 AM - 9 PM
1 - 6 ON SUNDAYS
6337 S.E. 29th
PE 7-3493

TRADE/MART
OKLAHOMA'S LARGEST DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORES

CASH SAVERS
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MIDWEST CITY, OKLAHOMA

6537 SE 29th STREET

A DIVISION
OF THEMAN LABS INC.

SAVE! Rustmaster or Jopalac Paint
99¢ per PINTS 50¢ QUARTS $1.99

Famous Tucker Plastics

WASTE BOX 97¢
TRASH BAG 97¢
LAUNDRY BASKET 97¢

HANDY HOUSE
HOLD BROOM
1 GALLON MILK 77¢

WELCOME HERE

TRADE/MART
MIDWEST CITY, OKLAHOMA

6537 SE 29th STREET
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OF THEMAN LABS INC.
City, State Couples Repeat Nuptials In Churches

REBELS STAGGER NORTH, 21-6
Lawton's Hardaway Favorite Of 12,000

McVay Is Elected To Head Coaches

Chisos Tip Tigers, 2-1

89ers Win, Here Tonight

Giants Bomb Cardinals
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### Market Summaries
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### Bonds

- 'Capacity Surpassed'
- State Fails To Meet Oil Allowable Boost

### Mutual Funds

- State Missing Out On Tourist Dollars

### Weather

### Counter Stocks

### Going on Vacation?

**TAKE THE JOURNAL WITH YOU!**

We will mail it to you free six times with your 11-inch home and all other 11-inch boned and rolled newspapers.

Let your favorite newsmagazines be delivered to your home.

Let the world include you near daily in one of your neighbors' homes. They understand 11-inch newspapers.

Call 745-6080 (Circulation Department) or post it on your house.

The Oklahoma Journal
1967 FRIGIDAIRE!
At Evans Home Furnishings, we have just received a shipment of 1967 Frigidaire Refrigerators. Now we are offering them to you at fantastic savings.

TOP FREEZER
Look! This new 1967 Frigidaire Refrigerator offers you all these wonderful conveniences and more!
- 100% Frost-Proof — no defrosting ever.
- Giant 126 lb. size top freezer
- 1.6 cu. ft. big, only 32” wide
- Deep door shelf for large cartons and bottles
$299.00

BOTTOM FREEZER
The big happenings in refrigerators are happening with Frigidaire. Just look at what you receive with this model.
- New Thermo-Frost System
- Giant 135 lb. size bottom freezer
- only 32” wide
- 9.9 lb. porcelain enamel Meat Tender
$299.00

In Spanish, it’s Oak, in Unusual Brown, for any color, the Oak is brown. It is a popular look. Now is the time to get it. Better hurry! These are limited edition.

SILHOUETTE TWIN BED
No flaws, no blemishes, no dents. Silhouette Twin Bed with the Oak headboard and footboard. Made of solid oak, hardwood frame. $169.00

Kroehler TRANSITIONAL SOFA
No flaws, no blemishes, no dents. Kroehler Transitional Sofa with Oak trim. Made of solid oak, hardwood frame. $149.00

BOSTON ROLLER
The most beautiful and most comfortable Oak ever made. This never has been made before. This size is only 32” wide. The value is in the price. $29.00

HANGING LAMPS
None equals these hanging lamps. Oak. $18.88

CHEATHAM MARBLE TOP TABLES
Teak, maple, teak. Maple. Maple. Maple. $129.00

Your Choice
$49.00

Plainsmen Open With Charity Game
Controversial Film Rationalized By Producer
Big Top Back In Business

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western
Plainsmen Ushering City Into Pro Football

By WALTER KLINE

A new professional football team will be announced in Salt Lake City tomorrow by the University of Utah in a news conference at Warden Hall.

The team, which will be known as the Utah Pioneers, will begin play next fall in the new Continental League of Professional Football.

The Pioneers will play at Rice-Eccles Stadium, the home of the University of Utah football team.

The Continental League is made up of teams from cities in the western United States, including Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

The Utah Pioneers will be coached by former University of Utah football coach and NFL assistant coach, Jerry Morris.

Morris, who led the University of Utah to three national championships, will bring a wealth of experience to the new team.

Plainsmen Roster

Jerry Morris - Head Coach

John Smith - Linebacker

Bob Johnson - Fullback

Mike White - Quarterback

David Davis - Center

Tom Brown - Guard

Richard Green - Tackle

Steve Anderson - Wide Receiver

Plainsmen Ushering City Into Pro Football

Lady Produces Film To Shake Up Public

By WALTER KLINE

A new film, "The Lady," is being produced by a group of women in Salt Lake City.

The film, which will be directed by Society's director, Jennifer Taylor, will focus on the issues of equality and social justice.

Taylor, who is the first woman to direct a film in the Continental League, said she wanted to create a film that would challenge the public's perceptions of women.

"I want to show the world what women are capable of," Taylor said.

The film will be released in theaters next month and is expected to generate a lot of buzz.

Plainsmen Ushering City Into Pro Football

Lady Produces Film To Shake Up Public

Additional content includes a fun guide to Salt Lake City's pro football team and a new film being produced by a group of women.
Hollywood Gadabout

Stunts Way To Stardom?

Hollywood Stars

Datebook

The Carol Joan Chaym

Movies

TODAY

TODAY ONLY

SNEAK PREVIEW OF A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

TONIGHT

TONIGHT 8 PM ONLY

Walt Disney

Kings Ratt

Walt Disney

Over Europe

Walt Disney

My Friend Flicka

Walt Disney

The Nurse is Not a Nymph

Walt Disney

Davy Crockett

Walt Disney

The Hunchback of Notre Dame

Walt Disney

The Hunchback of Notre Dame
CINEMA SCOOP

Circus Paying Again

Red-Topped DJ Big With Teens

KOMA'S Robert W. Morgan
Gigantic SHOW & DANCE
MONDAY AUG. 14th-9 'till MIDNITE

WARREHOUSE CLEARANCE
CASH & CARRY 30% OFF

SPLASHING 33¢

LUSH ROOM
CIVIC CENTER MUSIC HALL
MOVIES ON TV

Part-Time Pro Not Going Hungry

C.H.I. Oklahoma City's Oldest Detective Agency, Will Pay $1,000 to REWARD for Vital Information Leading to the Arrest and Conviction of Any Person or Persons Who Committed the Tripod-Flipping Crime On 2nd Street. Information may be given to the CBI at the Office Door on 2nd Street, or by Phone at the Office Door on 2nd Street.

SHAVING STROKES by Frank Reed Adjustments

C.B.I. Oklahoma City's Oldest Detective Agency, Will Pay $1,000 for Vital Information Leading to the Arrest and Conviction of Any Person or Persons Who Committed the Tripod-Flipping Crime On 2nd Street. Information may be given to the CBI at the Office Door on 2nd Street, or by Phone at the Office Door on 2nd Street.

REWARD

$1,000

C.B.I. Oklahoma City's Oldest Detective Agency, Will Pay $1,000 for Vital Information Leading to the Arrest and Conviction of Any Person or Persons Who Committed the Tripod-Flipping Crime On 2nd Street. Information may be given to the CBI at the Office Door on 2nd Street, or by Phone at the Office Door on 2nd Street.

Part-Time Pro Not Going Hungry

1962 High school football report for Oklahoma 77 years of tradition. Magazine is in store now.

Circus

The circus is coming to town. Tickets are available at the box office now.
A Visit With Mrs. Ruth

Babe's Name Is Still Magic

Babe Goes Back to School

INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN

Happiness Is Hitting

SEE THE DECIDING GAMES

OKLAHOMA TROPHY SERIES

FINAL 1967 GAMES WITH TULSA

OKLAHOMA CITY

VS

TULSA

"OILERS"

"89ers"

THE "89ers" LEAD THE OILERS 10 GAMES TO 1
NEEDING JUST ONE VICTORY TO Clinch THE
"BEST of 20" SEASON RECORD AND THE 1967
OKLAHOMA PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL CHAMPIONSHIP!

THREE BIG DAYS!

FRIDAY AUG 11 - 7:30 PM: "KID'S NITE" "WESTERN ELECTRIC NITE"
SATURDAY AUG. 12 - 7:30 PM: "WKY NITE"
MEET YOUR FAVORITE WKY DEJAYS!
FUN AND SURPRISES FOR EVERYONE!
SEE WARREN SPANN, "THE WINNINGEST LEFT
HANDER OF THEM ALL" PITCH FOR HIS OILERS!
SUNDAY AUG 13 - 7:30 PM: "TINKER NITE" "ANNUAL WIVES GAME"
TWO BIG PRE-GAME FEATURES: "THE WIVES"
GAME: WHEN THE 44 1/2 YRS. THE BETTER
HALF OF THE 99 Sở Meet THEIR HUSBANDS
IN THE ANNUAL BASEBALL GAME-FOLLOWED
BY A PERFORMANCE BY THE "VETERANETTES"
OUTSTANDING LOCAL GIRLS MARCHING GROUP
FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS, PHONE W 6-6769
VISIT THE ASTRODOME:

HOUSTON VS. "ST LOUIS ASTROS" ASTRODOME

"REIGN VS. "OLD TIMERS GAME"

ASTRODOME

ON SALE NOW

THE OLD TIMERS GAME"
SIGNATURE DETERTGENT

"TRY IT" YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID

NOW 33% OFF!

Wards lo-suds detergent gives a sparkling wash in hot or cold water

20-LB. BOX 299

BEST BY TEST—TRY, COMPARE!

- No bluing or bleaching
- Use up to 50% less
- Built-in softeners
- Best by every test

Wards own, and unquestionably one of the superior laundry detergents on the market today—most economical, too, at sale price! It's so concentrated you'll use up to 50% less than most other national brands! Cleaning power is sensational in hot AND cold water, all types of washers. Controlled suds give you cleaner rinse, faster drain-away. Built-in softeners add life to fabrics. Test after test in our own lab prove its thorough effectiveness. Compare price—pound for pound! Save even more at Wards, now!